Intro Optimization 2017

- Andrey Ghulchak, MH: 350
- Home page:
  - google ghulchak → Teaching → 2017 Optimization
- 6 hp = 160 hours
  - in the class ≈ 50 h
  - at home ≈ 110 h!
- Level: advanced

- Two labs (week 3 & week 5)
  - compulsory
  - several options a week
  - preparation!
  - sign up: one week in advance at reg.maths.lth.se
- Mini-project (Matlab)
  - deadline January 31, 2018
  - small groups (2-3 pers)
- The final exam: January 11
  - retake April 11
  - August 27
  - for exchange students only: December 18, 2017

- Optimization 6 hp
  - Flerdim 6hp
  - LinAlg 6hp
- Endim 15 hp